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2013 Gift Guide
Jam-packed with fun products 
perfect for gifting!



ARTS earbuds fill the need for a whimsical, feminine, and on-trend fashion aesthetic in the earbud category. 
These are the perfect fit for shoppers with vivacious style and spirit.

•	 First earbuds with printed cables for artistic variation
•	 Work with a smartphone
•	 Includes mic with one button to speak, play, pause 

or skip music

•	 High-definition sound
•	 Includes extra small ear tips
•	 Designed by women, for women

chicBuds Built on the pillars of FASHION and FUNctionality

Pink Shock

DSC#	19180	•	Vendor#	EF-PM0001-00 
Min	1	•	SRP	$29.99	•	Cost	$14.91

Fiesta Stripe

DSC#	19181	•	Vendor#	EF-MS0005-00 
Min	1	•	SRP	$29.99	•	Cost	$14.91

Uptown Stripe

DSC#	19880	•	Vendor#	EF-MS0003-00 
Min	1	•	SRP	$29.99	•	Cost	$14.91

Fire Swirl

DSC#	19174	•	Vendor#	EF-UM0002-00 
Min	1	•	SRP	$29.99	•	Cost	$14.91

Retro Poppy

DSC#	19175	•	Vendor#	EF-RF0001-00 
Min	1	•	SRP	$29.99	•	Cost	$14.91

Black Ikat

DSC#	19179	•	Vendor#	EF-XM0005-00 
Min	1	•	SRP	$29.99	•	Cost	$14.91

ARTS Earbud Headphones with Mic
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Sibling to the Aviator, the Navigator is an 
evolution of an already perfect concept. 
Featuring custom styled drivers and 
highest grade materials, this on-ear piece 
drives the Attacking Bass, Natural Vocals, 
and Precision Highs custmers expect in 
an even smaller and sleeker (if possible) 
package. With fresh, sharp style and 
high-performance Supreme Sound, 
customers will rush to make the  
Navigator a permanent part of their look.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Blue/Black 18362 S5AVFM-289
Black 18360 S5AVDM-161
White 18361 S5AVDM-074
Hot Pink 26062 S5AVFM-313
SRP $99.99   |   Cost $51.50
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Limited Edition Colors for  
STREET by 50 Over-ear Headphones
If durability is your thing, the STREET by 50 Over-ear Headphones are 
for you. Created from a custom polymer plastic, our SHATTERPROOF 
UFP™ adjustable headband is known for its strength and flexibility; 
these headphones are ready to take a beating. Includes a tangle-free 
detachable cord (with three-click microphone) for easy transport, 
enhanced bass, and ultra-plush memory foam leather ear pads that 
ensure a comfortable ride no matter where your music takes you.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Magenta 16176 SMS-WD-MAG
Yellow 16175 SMS-WD-YLW
Red 16174 SMS-WD-RED
Purple 16177 SMS-WD-PRP

SRP $249.95   •  Cost $152.44
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The Boombot2 is the original wireless 
ultraportable speaker. The speaker 
design fuses Japanese urban design 
with acoustic technology in a truly 
portable package. The Boombot2 
wirelessly connects via Bluetooth to 
smartphones, tablets, and laptops. 
It can also be hard-wired to just 
about ANY audio player using the 
included 1/8” cable. The Boombot2 
is rechargeable, loud, and durable 
enough to withstand the abuse of 
your lifestyle guaranteed.

Description DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
Boombotix Boombot2 Purplex Purple 16254 BB2-PRP $69.99  $37.75 
Boombotix Boombot2 Gunmetal Gray 14078 BB2-GRY $69.99  $37.75 
Boombotix Boombot2 Limited Edition Carbon Fiber 14080 BB2-CAR $79.99  $41.03 
Boombotix Boombot2 Limited Edition Camouflage 14079 BB2-CAM $79.99  $41.03 
BoomBotix Custom Eyes Cobra Cat 14081 BB-EYE-CCT $5.99  $2.63 
BoomBotix Custom Eyes Go Dumb 14083 BB-EYE-GDM $5.99  $2.63 
BoomBotix Custom Eyes Spun Out 14082 BB-EYE-SPN $5.99  $2.63 
BoomBotix Custom Eyes X-Rated 14084 BB-EYE-XXX $5.99  $2.63 
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Marley EM-JA000-HA 2.0 Speaker System 
The Bag of Rhythm utilizes twin 1in (25mm) 
tweeters, twin 4.5in (114mm) high-definition 
woofers in a ported enclosure and a powerful 
amplifier to deliver amazing output with crisp 
detail and deep, powerful bass. Harvest Green.

DSC# 12379 • Vendor# EM-JA000-HA
SRP $349.99 • Cost $225.00

Boom Urchin Bluetooth Speaker
The ready for anything bluetooth 
speaker. Mount it to your bike, 
strap it to your backpack, suction 
it to your shower. The Urchin puts 
music wherever you want to be.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 26853 SubK-A
Red 26854 SuRd-A
Blue 26855 SubE-A
SRP $169.99   |   Cost $88.66

Fill a room, the back yard or the beach with music.
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Globe boards are created by a diverse group of individuals, rooted in skateboarding and surfing, 
united by one common thread... their passion and enjoyment for what they do best. These boards 
are shaped by innovation, design and personal expression.

Bantam Clears Skateboard
The Bantam is stiffer, the trucks 
are wider and the components 
last longer than anything on the 
market. These little beasts have 
been tested on the streets,  
backyard pools, and ramps. It’s 
the ultimate plastic skateboard.

 » 24” x 7” clear plastic cruiser
 » developed with superior  

ride-ability and performance 
in mind

 » 4.25” slant trucks
 » 62mm/83a conical wheels
 » Abec 7 precision speed  

bearings, 1/8” risers and 
high tensile hardware

DSC# 22128 
Vendor# 10525129-LTMRAWBL
SRP $109.95 
Cost $66.00

Neff Sea Pals Cruiser
These boards are crafted to reflect 
the beauty and unique colors and 
shapes of the sea. Created in 
collaboration with Neff.

 » 7 ply hard rock maple with 
resin epoxy glue and clear 50 
grit broadcast grip

 » 30” length with tail kick 
9.25” width - concave

 » 5.25” slant trucks 62mm 
83a conical wheels

 » Abec 7 precision speed 
bearings and high tensile 
hardware

DSC# 22198 
Vendor# 10525064-NATU
SRP $119.95 
Cost $72.00

Chromantic Cruiser
This surf inspired cruiser is a 
chilled out rasta board thanks to 
it’s foam tail padding and all out 
rasta styling. 

 » 7 ply hard rock maple with 
resin epoxy glue

 » 33” length with tail kick 
9.75” width - concave

 » Globe foam trac tailpad and 
clear broadcast grip

 » 6.0” slant trucks and 62mm 
83a conical wheels

 » Abec 7 precision speed 
bearings and high tensile 
hardware

DSC# 22201 
Vendor# 10525055-RASTAFLAG
SRP $129.95 
Cost $78.00

Arcadia Cruiser
The Arcadia Cruiser Board is perfect 
for cruising along the boardwalk 
or riding the concrete wave.

 » 8 ply hard rock maple with 
resin epoxy glue

 » Metal globe badge
 » 50 grit clear broadcast grip
 » Abec 7 precision speed 

bearings and high tensile 
hardware

DSC# 22203
Vendor# 10525100-RED
SRP $169.95 
Cost $102.00

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 26853 SubK-A
Red 26854 SuRd-A
Blue 26855 SubE-A
SRP $169.99   |   Cost $88.66

GLOBE SKATEBOARDS - UNITED BY FATE

A minimum purchase of 4 skateboards per order is required.   
For a complete listing of board designs, please visit www.dstewart.com. 
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Centon’s DataStick Pro is a cost 
effective flash drive ideal for 
everyday use. Built with sturdy 
aluminum housing, this drive will 
stand up to daily wear and tear.

Product Name DSC Vendor#
Macbeth Soda Pop Dots 18679 DSPTM8GB-POP
Macbeth Socialista Stripe 18680 DSPTM8GB-SS 
Macbeth Jezebel Licorice 18681 DSPTM8GB-JEZ 

SRP $9.99   Cost $7.53

Centon DataStick Pro 8 GB USB 2.0 Flash Drive

PKG Universal Stuff Sleeve
The Stuff Sleeve which is universal 
to both Mac and PC has a hidden 
handle for briefcase-style carrying. 
It fits up to a 16in laptop and has 
a striped interior lining. The front 
zippered pocket can accommodate 
up to a 10in tablet. 

Teal 16in
DSC# 24656 
Vendor# PKG STUFF516-BLTL
SRP $39.99  |  Cost $20.00

PKG Dip & Slide Tablet Folio
The Dip & Slide Mini is the 
perfect piece to tuck away into 
your travel bag. It accomodates 
Apple’s newest creation, the iPad 
mini. With 3 viewing angles, a 
rear camera hole and its mag-
netic shut-off feature, it is the 
ultimate in functionality. It also 
contains an extra interior pocket 
for document storage and a slide 
closure for added security. 

Teal iPad Mini
DSC# 24703 
Vendor# PKG DSMINI110-BLTL
SRP $39.99  |  Cost $20.00

PKG Slip Sleeve
The Slip Sleeve is the perfect 
accessory to take you from work 
to play. It accommodates a 13in 
Macbook Pro/Air and also fits 
most 14in PCs. Providing sleek 
protection for your device, it can 
be carried in a clutch-like manner. 
With its custom striped interior, 
and Nylon body with Faux Cow 
dip, it is sure to bring business 
casual to a whole new level. 

Teal 13in MacBook Pro
DSC# 20737
Vendor# PKG SLIP113-BLTL

Teal 15in MacBook Pro
DSC# 24680
Vendor# PKG SLIP115-BLTL
SRP $39.99  |  Cost $20.00

PKG Grab Bag
The Grab Bag, which accom-
modates a 13in Macbook Pro/Air 
and also fits most 14in PCs, spe-
cifically provides added value, 
as it can be carried as both a 
fold-over sleeve and a tote bag. 
It is designed so as to be able 
to accommodate a laptop in 
the main compartment, as well 
as tablet in the rear zippered 
compartment. Its custom striped 
lining adds a nice contrast to the 
exterior nylon body.

Teal 13in MacBook Pro
DSC# 24701
Vendor# PKG GB113-BLTL
SRP $44.99  |  Cost $22.50
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Incase Terra Collection Campus Pack  
The Terra Campus Backpack features a plush faux-fur lined notebook compartment that 
will fit up to a 15 MacBook Pro as well as an interior slip pocket for an iPad. It also features 
padded back panels and shoulder straps, top-loading handle and zippered storage and 
quick-access pockets. 
DSC# 17739   |   Vendor# CL55427   |   SRP $99.95   |   Cost $49.98

Incase Terra Collection Tote 
The Terra Tote comes with a removable shoulder strap for easy carrying and features an 
extra wide opening for easy packing and access. The padded bottom protects your personal 
belongings while the padded notebook sleeve fits up to a 13 MacBook Pro.
DSC# 17740   |   Vendor# CL55426   |   SRP $79.95   |   Cost $39.98 
 
Incase Terra Collection Convertible Pack
The Terra Convertible Pack is the ultimate in ultralight versatility. It quickly converts into 
a sling or shoulder bag with removable straps. The integrated handles even let you carry 
it as a small tote. Organizer pockets give you storage for accessories and daily essentials. 
DSC# 17741   |   Vendor# CL60148   |   SRP $59.95   |   Cost $34.98 

Incase Terra Collection Sleeve
Based on our famous Protective Sleeve, the Terra Sleeve offers complete notebook protection 
with a unique look. An external document pocket lets you tuck your essentials away for 
easy carrying. 
Description DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
11” MacBook Air 17742 CL60100 $44.95 $24.98 
13” MacBook Air 17743 CL60101 $44.95 $24.98 
15” MacBook Pro 17744 CL60102 $44.95 $24.98 
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Premium Gel Shell for iPhone®		A	protective	gel	shell	wraps	your	iPhone	and	protects	the	sides,	top,	bottom	
and	back	from	nicks	and	scratches.	Cutouts	provide	unhindered	access	to	screen,	controls,	ports,	and	camera.	
Slim	design	provides	solid	protection	without	adding	bulk.	

Description DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
iPhone	5	Kanye	West	 23850	 WUS-IP5-GKW02	 $34.99		 $17.50	
iPhone	5	Katy	Perry	 23828	 WUS-IP5-GKP01	 $34.99		 $17.50	
iPhone	5	Coldplay	 23825	 WUS-IP5-GCP01	 $34.99		 $17.50	
	
Premium Tough Shield for iPad®		A	protective	polycarbonate	shell	wraps	your	iPad	and	protects	the	sides,	
top,	bottom	and	back	from	nicks	and	scratches.	Cutouts	provide	unhindered	access	to	screen,	controls,	ports,	
and	camera.	Slim	design	provides	solid	protection	without	adding	bulk.	

Description DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost
iPad	2/iPad	3/iPad	4		Green	Day	 17999	 WUS-PD3-TGD01	 $39.99	 $19.99
iPad	2/iPad	3/iPad	4		Donna	Karan	 17988	 WUS-PD3-TDK02	 $39.99	 $19.99
iPad	2/iPad	3/iPad	4		Coldplay	 17995	 WUS-PD3-TCP01	 $39.99	 $19.99

TM
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Check out the dstewart.com  
Marketing Toolbox!

Need login credentials?
If you need new credentials, please set up a new account via dstewart.com 
or contact custserv@dstewart.com.

See it. Search it. Learn it. Love it.

Featuring:
•	 Standard Marketing 

Publications

•	 Trainings & Webinars

•	 Marketing Assets

•	 Dedicated Vendor  
Info Centers

•	 Merchandising Kits  
& Displays


